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Accumulations

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Accumulation L221000 - Large box, with several thousand stamps, both loose and on fragment, from all over the world, even 
repeated, also noted stamps from the classical or semi-classical period, a large lot of leaflets, all different, which 
alone is worth part of the price , some beautiful pieces of postal history and first day stockcards, 1 kg gross weight, 
box included. Lots of fun! The photo is only an example of the lot. Lot always available, even in multiples of 
kilograms.

50 €

Accumulation L222096 - Collection of various material. 15 €
Accumulation L222099 - Collection of various materials, in stockcard box. 80 €
Accumulation L222136 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Accumulation L222137 - Accumulation on 4 binders, with stamps, used. Look at the pictures. 30 €
Accumulation L222141 - Collection of 3 stockbooks, with stamps, mostly used, also from Nicaragua, New Zealand, Holland, 

Belgium
45 €

Accumulation L222142 - Collection with 4 stockbooks, with used stamps, also from France, Mongolia, Czechoslovakia. 40 €
Accumulation L222143 - Accumulation of 3 stockbooks, with mainly used stamps, also from: USA, Italy, Luxembourg. 40 €
Accumulation L222144 - Accumulation on 3 stockbooks, Greece lot noted. 20 €
Accumulation L222150 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, used, also from: Korea, and European area. 50 €
Accumulation L222156 - Accumulation on 2 binders and binder pages, with used postage stamps, from European area. 40 €
Accumulation L222162 - Accumulation on 4 stockbooks, with stamps, used, also from USSR, Poland, Romania, Hungary. 50 €
Accumulation L222194 - Accumulation, on 5 stockbooks, with postage stamps, used, German area. 45 €
Accumulation L222200 - Accumulation on an album and a binder, also coins, and FDC. 20 €
Accumulation L222231 - Accumulation on 2 stockbooks, with even repeated stamps. Look at the pictures. 20 €
Accumulation L222241 - Accumulation, on an album, and a stockbook cabinet, also postal history. 30 €
Accumulation L222242 - Collection: Austria 1991 folder, Vatican stockcards, Postal history, Germany stockbook cabinet. 30 €
Accumulation L222243 - Accumulation, including Germany Reich and Old States. 20 €
Accumulation L222244 - Accumulation in 3 stockbooks, also Israel Stamps with Tab. 20 €
Accumulation L222252 - Collection of various material. Look at the pictures. 15 €
Accumulation L222257 - Collection of stamps, new and used, in mixed conditions. 45 €



Europe > Austria

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Austria L222107 - Austria Collection, on stockbook, with postal stationery, postcards, Maximum, and FDC. 20 €
Austria L222163 - Austria collection, on album, from 1968 to 1974, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 20 €
Austria L222216 - Austria Collection, on 2 albums, from 1967 to 2001, with stamps. new ** never hinged, including miniature 

blocks.
200 €

Europe > Benelux

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Luxembourg L222129 - Luxembourg collection, on 3 stockbooks, from the 30s to 2000s, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in cpl 
set, many value sets, 30/40/50 years. Very high CV.

550 €

Europe > Eastern Europe

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Yugoslavia L222023 - Incredible Yugoslavia collection, on albums, from 1918 to 1970, with stamps, new * / ** and used, highly 
specialized. with evidence, postal history, etc, in full outline. Noted lot of Croatia 1918, 1953 Esperanto **. Immense 
catalog value!

2600 €

Hungary L222033 - Hungary collection, on album, from 1980 to 1999, with stamps, new ** never hinged, probably cpl, 
including blocks.

390 €

Hungary L222034 - Hungary collection, on albums, from 1964 to 1979, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. 280 €
Hungary L222035 - Hungary Collection, on albums, from 1871 to 1963, with stamps, new and used, from the first issue, many 

classics and valuable blocks, excellent section of services and occupations.
2400 €

Czechoslovakia L222040 - Czechoslovakia collection, on albums, from 1918 to the 1930s, with postage stamps, new and used, 
notated Hradschin notched, perforation specializations, signed 1920 air mail, overprinted lot SO. Very high CV.

750 €

Czechoslovakia L222041 - Czechoslovakia collection, on albums, from 1945 to 1972, with stamps, mostly used, almost complete, 
including unperforated blocks.

370 €

USSR L222072 - 5 envelopes, airmail, USSR, 20/30 years, including 2 beautiful Zeppelins. 260 €
Estonia L222073 - 1919, Estonia, stamped envelope, with 7 overprinted EESTI POST 190 €
Karelia L222123 - Karelia collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 50 €

Hungary L222179 - Hungary lot, with used classic stamps. 40 €
Czechoslovakia L222180 - Czechoslovakia collection, on stockbook, with blocks, mostly new ** never hinged, even not notched. 80 €

Yugoslavia L222181 - Yugoslavia collection, on stockbook, with blocks, and miniature blocks, mostly new ** never hinged, 
excellent lot 40/50/60, high value.

300 €

Romania L222183 - Collection Romania, on stockbook, from the 30s, blocks, mostly new ** never hinged, even not notched. 
High value.

190 €

Bulgaria L222191 - Collection Bulgaria, on stockbook, with blocks, mostly new ** never hinged. 250 €
Poland L222223 - Poland collection, on 3 albums, from 1960 to 1989, with stamps, new ** never hinged, including some 

miniature blocks.
280 €

Turkey L222246 - Turkey collection, on stockbook, 80s and 90s, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 30 €
Romania L222258 - Romania collection, from 1868 to 1983, with blocks and stamps, also in complete sets, all used. Noticed 

the leaflet number 1 for 60 euros. Look at the pictures.
40 €

Hungary L222261 - Hungary Collection, from 1871 to 1994, with blocks and stamps, also in complete sets, all used. 40 €
Czechoslovakia L222263 - Collection Czechoslovakia, from 1919 to 1992, with miniature blocks, blocks and stamps, in complete sets,

all new ** never hinged. Look at the pictures.
125 €

Bulgaria L222264 - Bulgaria collection, from 1965 to 1980, almost complete, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, 
perfect. Very high catalog value!

365 €

Czechoslovakia L222267 - Blank album Czechoslovakia, from 1945 to 1969, complete pages. 20 €

Europe > France

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

France L222140 - France collection, on stockbook, only classics and semiclassics, with used, repeated stamps. 450 €
France L222146 - France collection, on albums, from 1849 to the 1960s, with used postage stamps. Noticed a beautiful, 

perfect, rare PEXIP slip in this quality.
250 €

France L222147 - France collection, on 2 binders and binder pages, with postage stamps, used, from 1924 to 2007. 100 €
France L222148 - Collection France, on stockbook, from 1994 to 2007, with postage stamps, used. 80 €
France L222149 - France collection, on stockbook, with postcards, blocks, mostly new ** never hinged, until the 90s. 60 €
France L222157 - France collection, on album, with postage stamps, used, from 1965 to 1981. 45 €
France L222165 - France collection, on albums, from 1982 to 1989, with postage stamps, used. 40 €
France L222166 - France collection, on stockbook, from 1876, with used, repeated stamps. 50 €



Europe > Germany

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Germany Bund L222178 - Germany Bund, Heuss cpl set, new ** never hinged, Luxury. 60 €
Germany L222195 - Germany collection, on binder, with blocks, and postage stamps, new ** never hinged. Notice the Soviet 

Zone leaflet 6, the Marx leaflets (repeated 2 times), the Debria leaflet, etc.
450 €

Germany L222196 - Collection of Postal History, of Germany, on binder. Noted large fragments of Bavaria, a beautiful Bizona 
FDC with 50, 51 II and more.

120 €

Germany Bund L222199 - Germany Bund collection, on albums, from 1972 to 1985, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 35 €
Germany Bund L222201 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1977 to 1989, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Germany Bund L222202 - Germany Bund collection, on albums, from 1995 to 1998, with postage stamps, used. 25 €
Germany Bund L222203 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1983 to 1994, with postage stamps, used. 40 €
Germany Bund L222204 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1966 to 1982, with postage stamps, used. 25 €
Germany Bund L222205 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1990 to 1996, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 50 €
Germany Bund L222206 - Germany Bund collection, on albums, from 1949 to 1976, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 200 €
Germany Bund L222207 - Germany Bund collection, on album, from 1987 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Germany Bund L222208 - Germany Bund collection, on albums, from 1981 to 1986, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 55 €
Germany Bund L222209 - Germany Bund collection, on albums, from 1975 to 1980, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 55 €
Germany Bund L222210 - Germany Bund collection, on albums, from 1967 to 1974, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 70 €

Germany L222213 - Germany collection, on albums, from 1997 to 2000, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 35 €
Berlin L222214 - Berlin collection, on albums, from 1967 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 60 €

Germany L222218 - Collection Germany, on albums, from 1998 to 2000, with stamps, both new ** never hinged, and used. 45 €
Germany L222219 - Collection of Postal History, of Germany, on 2 binders. 20 €
Germany L222220 - Collection of various material, from Germany. Look at the pictures. 15 €
Germany L222221 - Collection of Postal History, of Germany, Envelopes with special cancellations, Maximum stockcards, etc. 20 €
Germany L222222 - Germany collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new * / **, and used. In particular: Germany Reich, with

beautiful cpl set, e.g., Wagner (*) and others **, Gdansk. Very high CV
690 €

Germany Bund L222224 - Germany Bund collection, on albums, from 1949 to 1990, at first mostly used, then all new ** never 
hinged.

80 €

Germany L222225 - Collection Germany Occupations and Berlin, on albums, until 1990, with new and used postage stamps. 90 €
Soviet

occupation
L222229 - Soviet Occupation Collection, on albums, from 1945 to 1949, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 150 €

Germany DDR L222230 - Germany DDR collection, on albums, from 1949 to 1959, with new and used stamps. 80 €
Germany Bund L222245 - Germany Bund collection, with blocks, new and used. 15 €
Germany Bund L222247 - Germany Bund collection, on official folders, with stamps, new ** never hinged, years 1981, 1982 and 

1990.
15 €

Germany L222248 - Germany, Heuss sets, lot of various combinations, TETE-BECHE, bridges, etc. with stamps, new * / ** and
used, for specialists.

25 €

Germany L222249 - Lot Germany, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, new and used, Bizona noted, block 1 used, and new 
without gum. to be inspected carefully.

80 €

Germany L222254 - Germany collection, on binder, with postal history, with interesting Occupations envelopes. 90 €
Germany L222255 - Postal History Collection, of Germany. Note interesting Occupations envelopes. 25 €

Accumulation L222256 - Accumulation from the German area 20 €
Germany DDR L222265 - Germany DDR collection, on stockbook, until 1974, with mostly new stamps ** never hinged. 50 €

Berlin L222268 - Berlin collection, until 1983, on album complete with pockets, from 1948, with new stamps ** never hinged. 40 €
Germany L222272 - Germany DDR and Berlin collection, with used stamps. 10 €

Europe > Iberia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Spain L222110 - Spain collection, on stockbook, 60/70 years, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 20 €
Spain L222111 - Spain collection, on stockbook, from 1963 to 1981, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 50 €
Spain L222115 - Spain collection, on album, from 1980 to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 80 €

Spanish
colonies

L222117 - Spanish Colonies Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in cpl set, high overall 
value.

220 €

Spain L222118 - Spain collection, on 2 albums, from 1991 to 2000, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 190 €
Spain L222119 - Spain collection, on albums, with postal stationery. 60 €
Spain L222124 - Spain Collection, with Erinnofili leaflets, for specialist. 20 €
Spain L222128 - Spain collection, on albums, from 1960 to 1969, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 60 €

Madeira L222130 - Madeira collection, 80s / 90s, on 2 binders, with stamps, blocks, postcards, new ** never hinged, also 
Azores.

80 €

Europe > Italy Colonies

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Beyond Juba L222271 - Blank album pages, Oltre Giuba, complete, with pockets. 10 €



Europe > Italy Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Kingdom L222074 - Italy Kingdom, Stamped envelope, with 50 lire + 10 lire Airmail, Sassone 261 +17, 3130 euro catalog 
value.

590 €

Italy Kingdom L222077 - 1921 Italia Regno, postal letter envelope, franked with 40c. Bruno. 120 €
Banknote L222084 - Extremely rare Kingdom of Italy banknote, 100 lire, from 1892, rarity R4, edition of 400, mediocre 

conditions: some tears and holes, creases.
350 €

Italy Kingdom L222269 - Italy Kingdom collection, on 2 stockbooks, with new * / ** stamps, repeated. 60 €
Italy L222270 - Accumulation Italy, Kingdom and Social Republic, on stockbook, with used and new stamps, even 

repeated ones.
50 €

Europe > Italy Occupations

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Venezia Giulia L222078 - 1946, Venezia Giulia, full postal, traveled, Filagrano C3A, blue overprinted 100 €

Europe > Italy Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy L222071 - Italy collection, with stamps, new and used. 40 €
Italy L222081 - Stock of postcards and Foglietti, Italy, repeated, New ** never hinged. Only the postcards have a face 

value of over 310 euros, plus there are leaflets, Colombo, of Portugal, Spain and the USA.
250 €

Italy L222085 - Stock with blocks and large portions of blocks, Italy Kingdom, RSI, and Republic. 70 €
Italian area L222087 - Stock of Italy, Kingdom and Republic, with stamps, new * / ** and used, also abroad. 120 €

Europe > Italy Republic

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Italy Republic L222068 - Collection Italy Republic, with postcards, new ** never hinged, repeated, high face value. 170 €
Italy Republic L222075 - 1961, Italy Republic, FDC with Gronchi Rosa, covered, traveled to Lima, with arrival stamp. 450 €
Italy Republic L222076 - 1957, Repubblica, 200 lire, pair, new ** never hinged, vertical indentation variety, strongly shifted to the 

left.
120 €

Italy L222093 - Italy collection, on album, from 1978 to 1983, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 30 €
Italy L222094 - Italy collection, on album, from 1970 to 1987, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 140 €
Italy L222095 - Italy collection, on albums, from 1988 to 2000, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 210 €

Italy Republic L222273 - Big accumulation Italy, about 90 pieces, made up of circulated envelopes, early years of the Republic, with
beautiful postage.

80 €

Europe > San Marino

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

San Marino L222069 - Stock San Marino, with stamps, new ** never hinged, 60's, repeated, in parchments. 20 €
San Marino L222079 - San Marino collection, with stamps, new * / **, also in cpl set, excellent quality. 130 €
San Marino L222086 - San Marino Collection, on Pages of albums, 1993-94, blocks of four, new ** never hinged. 50 €
San Marino L222088 - Stock San Marino, with stamps, widely repeated, new ** never hinged. 25 €

Europe > Scandinavia

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Denmark and
Sweden

L222103 - Lot Denmark and Sweden, with classic, uncirculated postal stationery. 100 €

Sweden L222104 - Collection of postcards, from Sweden, new ** never hinged, from the 50s, on album. 40 €
Aland L222120 - Aland collection, on official folders, with stamps, new ** hinged, from 1984 to 2000. 80 €



Europe > Switzerland

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Swiss L222036 - Swiss collection, on 2 albums, from 1848 to 1967, with postage stamps, new and used, many stamps, and
leaflets, of new value ** never hinged.

800 €

Swiss L222037 - Swiss collection, on albums, from 1852 to 1954, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, many valuable 
classics.

300 €

Swiss L222038 - Swiss collection, on 2 binders and binder pages, from 1860, with stamps, new and used. Look at the 
pictures.

90 €

Swiss L222039 - Swiss collection, on albums, from 1856 to 1946, with used stamps, many valuable classics. 170 €
Swiss L222097 - Collection of various materials from Switzerland, including leaflet, St. Gallen lace. 70 €
Swiss L222108 - Swiss collection, on stockbook, with postal stationery, postcards, maximums, envelopes with special 

cancellations.
20 €

UN Geneva L222132 - UN Geneva collection, on albums, from 1969 to 1999, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 55 €

Europe > United Kingdom

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

England L222102 - England Collection, with FDC - regional Topical. Look at the pictures. 20 €
England L222125 - Collection of definitive, England, on stockbook pages, new ** never hinged, for specialists. 20 €

Europe > Vatican

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Vatican L222009 - Vatican Collection, from 1973 to 2003, on Marini albums, with new stamps ** never hinged, in blocks of 
four, all corner of the block, very advanced. Look at the pictures!

570 €

Vatican L222082 - Huge Stock, Vatican, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in box, weight 2.2 KG, 60/70 years, widely 
repeated, very high value cat. For reseller or specialist. Impossible to photograph everything.

100 €

Vatican L222083 - Vatican stock, with postage stamps, and postcards, new ** never hinged. 500 €
Vatican L222089 - Vatican collection, on albums, from 1963 to 1978, with blocks of four, new ** never hinged. 45 €
Vatican L222090 - Vatican collection, on albums, from 1979 to 1990, with blocks of four, new ** never hinged. 180 €
Vatican L222091 - Vatican collection, on albums, from 1939 to 1958. with blocks of four, new ** never hinged. 540 €
Vatican L222092 - Vatican collection, on albums, from 1929 to 1970, with stamps, new ** never hinged, excellent quality, very

high cv.
750 €

Europe > Europe Other

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Malta L221988 - Malta empty album, GBE brand, from 1980 to 1999, with pockets. 10 €
Europe World L222003 - Europa World Collection, with postcards, blocks, envelopes, FDCs, Maximum stockcards and postage 

stamps, used, in complete sets. Look at the pictures.
25 €

Europe World L222004 - Europe World Collection, with miniature blocks, leaflets and stamps, new ** never hinged, in complete 
sets. Noted stamps USSR Space of 1961 and novelties 2020/21 of the Czech republic. See photos.

100 €

Liechtenstein L222007 - Liechtenstein collection, from 1920 to 1980, on stockbook, with stamps and blocks, mostly new ** never 
hinged. Look at the pictures!

45 €

Europe L222098 - Europe Collection, with postcards, postal stationery, from Austria, Liechtenstein, and more. Garda photos. 15 €
Europe L222100 - Accumulation of old lots, auction houses, European area, stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, on 

stockcard, with many cpl set, of value. Very high CV.
950 €

Aland L222105 - Sweden collection, on official folders, with stamps, new ** never hinged, years: 1984, 1985, 1992, 1993, 
1994, 1995, 1998, 1999, 2001.

35 €

Greenland L222106 - Greenland collection, on official folders, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 1977 to 1983. 20 €
Europe L222109 - Europe collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 40 €
Europe L222112 - Europe collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 30 €
Europe L222113 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged. Look at the pictures. 15 €

Liechtenstein L222116 - Liechtenstein collection, on albums, from the beginning to 1990, with stamps, new ** never hinged, many 
cpl set, of value, even years 30/40/50. Very high catalog value.

980 €

Faroer L222121 - Faroer collection, on stockbook, from the beginning to 2000, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 130 €
Europe L222122 - Collection Europe, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged, selections of small states: 

Central Lithuania, Campione d'Italia, Thule, Karelia.
220 €

UN Vienna L222126 - UN Vienna collection, on album pages, with stamps, new ** never hinged, from 1979 to 1989. 20 €
Faroer L222127 - Faroer collection, on album pages, from 1975 to 1984, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 25 €

UN Vienna L222131 - UN Vienna collection, on album, from 19789 to 1999, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 55 €
Europe L222184 - Europe collection, on album pages, from 1968 to 1973, with blocks, mostly new ** never hinged, excellent 

Eastern Europe section.
400 €



Europe CEPT L222198 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1980 to 1987, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 90 €
Europe World L222235 - Europe World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, also from Belgium, Italy, Brazil. 50 €

Europe L222236 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with new and used stamps, from the classics, also from: Austria, Poland, 
Spain

50 €

Europe L222250 - Europa Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, also from: Finland, Austria, Malta. 35 €
Europe L222251 - Europe collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, also from Poland, Romania, Switzerland. 50 €
World L222260 - Europe World collection, with envelopes, first day covers, slips and stamps, in complete sets, all used. 

Look at the pictures.
40 €

Greenland L222266 - Empty album Greenland, from 1990 to 2009, complete pages, with pockets. 20 €

Africa

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Africa L221612 - Africa Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. Also noted from: South Africa, Sudan 25 €
Africa L221996 - Africa collection, with stamps and leaflets, new ** never hinged, in complete sets. Look at the pictures. 30 €

Ethiopia L222080 - 1911, Ethiopia, envelope with cpl set, hand overprinted AFF EXCEP FAUTE TIMB, from Dirè-Daoua, to 
Harrar, certificate Raybaudi, Mi. A46-G46.

300 €

Africa L222238 - Africa collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. Look at the pictures, 30 €

Americas

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

America L221882 - America Collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. also postal history. 35 €
Mexico and

Salvador
L221884 - Collection Mexico and Salvador, on album pages, with stamps, new and used. 50 €

Mexico L221885 - Mexico collection, on stockbook, from the classical period. 25 €
South America L221909 - South America Collection, on 2 stockbooks, with stamps, new and used, from the classics. 50 €

America L221924 - America Collection, on 3 stockbooks, with stamps, from the classical period. 30 €
USA L221961 - Lot of FDC, USA, 2002, on binder. 50 €
USA L221964 - USA Collection, with FDC, 2005, repeated, on Album 50 €

USA FDC L221966 - USA collection, with FDC, 2007, repeated, on Album 50 €
USA FDC L221973 - Collection by FDC, USA, 2007, repeated. 50 €
USA FDC L221975 - Collection by FDC, USA, 2008, repeated. 50 €

USA L221986 - Lot of postcards, USA, do not travel. 15 €
Montserrat L222021 - Huge accumulation of color proofs, flower and bird sets, 845 blocks of 50 stamps, 42250 stamps in all, per

dealer or specialist,
450 €

St, Kitts and
Nevis

L222024 - St, Kitts and Nevis collection, on album, until 1979, with stamps, new * / **. 370 €

Turks and
Caicos

L222025 - Turks and Caicos collection, on albums, from 1980 to 1985, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 90 €

Turks and
Caicos

L222026 - Turks and Caicos collection, on albums, from 1963 to 1979, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 190 €

Cayman Islands L222027 - Cayman Islands collection, on album, until 1986, with stamps, new * / **, very high catalog value. 370 €
Montserrat L222028 - Montserrat collection, on album, until 1986, with stamps, new * / **, very high catalog value. 650 €

Virgin Islands L222029 - Virgin Islands collection, on album, until 1990, with stamps, new * / **, very high catalog value. 640 €
Nevis L222030 - Nevis collection, on album, until 1986, with stamps, new * / **. 170 €

United States L222159 - United States collection, on albums, from 1976 to 1982, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged. 35 €
Cuba L222185 - Cuba collection, on stockbook, from 1940 to 1983, with blocks, mostly new ** hinged, very high overall 

value.
180 €

Grenada L222190 - Grenada collection, on stockbook, with blocks, mostly new ** never hinged. 200 €
Argentina and

Brazil
L222237 - Argentina and Brazil collection, on albums, with stamps, new * hinged, and used. 40 €

Asia and Oceania

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

Middle East L221933 - Middle East collection, on album, with stamps, mainly used, Jordan and Lebanon. 35 €
Middle East L222001 - Collection of United Arab Emirates, Yemen and Aden, from 1949 to 1991, with leaflets and stamps, new **

never hinged, both notched and not notched. Look at the pictures.
45 €

Niue L222031 - Niue collection, on 2 stockbooks, from 1902 to 2001, classic period with new * / ** and used stamps, then 
all new ** never hinged, very high cv.

1050 €

Saudi Arabia L222042 - Saudi Arabia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. repeated, even beautiful envelopes. 160 €
South Corea L222043 - South Korea collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, excellent lot of leaflets. 250 €

Japan L222044 - Japan collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classics, up to 1995. 100 €
Syria L222045 - Syria collection, on album pages, from 1958 to 1965, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 50 €

North Vietnam L222046 - North Vietnam collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, even if not indented. 200 €
India L222047 - India collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, with excellent classic section, many valuable 620 €



stamps, of Queen Victoria.
Tibet L222048 - Superb Tibet collection, on albums, from 1912, with stamps, new and used, noted numbers 1-6 new cpl, n.

9A, beautiful envelopes, many stamps, signed, enormous value.
950 €

Iran L222049 - Iran collection, up to 1988, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used, excellent classic section. 250 €
Aden L222050 - Aden collection, on stockbook, with postage stamps, used, up to the 1950s. 50 €

India Ancient
States

L222051 - India Ancient States Collection, on stockbook, also Travancore and Cochin, from the classics. 120 €

Burma L222052 - Burma Collection, on stockbook pages, with new and used stamps, to be inspected carefully. 120 €
Indonesia L222053 - Indonesia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, up to 1996, high overall value. 170 €

Laos L222054 - Laos collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, until 1997. 250 €
Syria L222055 - Syria Collection, on stockbook, with new and used postage stamps from the French colonial period. 120 €

Hong Kong L222056 - Hong Kong collection, on stockbook pages, with mainly used stamps, from the classics, even a small lot of
tax.

150 €

Taiwan L222057 - Taiwan collection, on stockbook cabinet with stamps, mostly used. Look at the pictures. 120 €
Malaysia L222058 - Malaysia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 40 €
Lebanon L222059 - Lebanon collection, on stockbook, with new and used postage stamps from the French colonial period. 170 €
Yemen L222060 - Yemen collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, high catalog value. 240 €

Iraq L222061 - Iraq collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly used, including lot of services. 150 €
Korea L222062 - Korea Collection, on stockbook pages, with stamps, new and used, from the classical period, many 

overprinted, of value. Very high CV.
450 €

India Ancient
States

L222063 - India Ancient States Collection, on a binder and binder pages, with stamps, new and used, to be inspected
carefully.

330 €

India L222064 - India collection, on stockbook pages, only services, used, repeated, from the classical period. 60 €
Asia L222065 - Asia collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used. 25 €

Korea L222066 - Korea collection, on stockbook, from the 60s to the 80s, with blocks, used. 25 €
Korea L222067 - Korea collection, with stamps, new and used, great for your Topical. 50 €
Japan L222133 - Japan collection, on 2 stockbook cabinets, from 1871 to 2004, with postage stamps, used. 160 €
Taiwan L222134 - Taiwan collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used. 120 €

South Corea L222135 - South Korea collection, on stockbook, from 1946 to 1985, with postage stamps, used. 110 €
Korea L222145 - Korea collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mostly used, from 1884 to 1979, with an excellent lot of 

classics.
240 €

Japan L222153 - Japan collection, on albums, from 1967 to 1984, with postage stamps, used. 70 €
China L222158 - China collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used, from 2002 to 2006. 100 €
China L222160 - Superb China collection, on 2 stockbooks, from 1955 to 1991, with stamps, new and used, many cpl set, 

and value stamps from the 50s / 60s. Very high CV.
1250 €

China L222161 - China collection, on stockbook, from 1900 to the 1950s, with new and used postage stamps, some 
dragons noted.

450 €

Aitutaki and
Tuvalu

L222176 - Aitutaki and Tuvalu collection, on stockbook pages, with blocks, new ** never hinged. 60 €

Philippines L222182 - Philippines collection, on stockbook, with blocks, mostly new ** never hinged. 110 €
Afghanistan L222186 - Afghanistan collection, on albums, with stamps, and blocks, mostly new ** never hinged, even many 

FDCs.
140 €

Asia L222233 - Asia collection, with stamps, new and used. 35 €
Asia L222239 - Asia collection, on stockbook cabinet with stamps, new and used. Look at the pictures. 35 €

China and the
World

L222253 - World Collection, with large lot China, with stamps, used, high catalog value. 230 €

Rest of the world

COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

World L222032 - World Collection, on stockbook, with postal stationery, uncirculated, classical and semiclassical period. 300 €
World L222070 - Large lot, of postal history, World, with: Envelopes, postcards, Postal stationery, lots of value. To be 

inspected carefully.
300 €

World L222101 - World collection, with stamps, new ** never hinged, in parchments, to be inspected carefully. 30 €
World L222114 - World Collection, on stockbook, with postal stationery, not traveled. The postal stationery of French 

colonies is interesting.
40 €

World L222138 - Collection of postal history, world, on 2 binders: envelopes, FDC, Maximum stockcards. Also good lot 
China.

60 €

World L222139 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, used, only classics, study on cancellations, to be inspected 
carefully.

110 €

World L222151 - World Collection, on stockbook pages, with postage stamps, used, classic and semi-classic. 45 €
World L222152 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, new and used, also from: UN, Luxembourg, Belgium. 30 €
World L222226 - World Collection, on stockbook, with stamps, mainly from the German area, to be inspected carefully 50 €
World L222232 - World Collection, on old album, with new and used postage stamps. Noted excellent lot China (Dragons). 

To be inspected carefully.
150 €

World L222234 - World Collection, on old album, with stamps, new * hinged, and used, classic and semi-classic, mixed 
conditions, but enormous value, to be inspected carefully. Noted excellent lots Germany Reich, Colonies (Kiatschou),
China (dragons), Somali Coast.

550 €

World L222240 - On old Schaubek album, World collection, with stamps, only classics, and semiclassics, new * hinged, and
used, many stamps, of value, noted excellent lots of Germany, Ancient States and Colonies, Switzerland, Etc.

600 €

World L222259 - World Collection, with used stamps, full of various Topical. Look at the pictures. 15 €

Topical



COUNTRY /
TYPE

DESCRIPTION PRICE

UPU L222022 - UPU topical collection. on 4 albums, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, many cpl set, and 
valuable blocks, even not indented, De Luxe blocks, excellent Saudi Arabia sets, and Hungary.

710 €

Europe CEPT L222154 - Europa CEPT collection, on album, with stamps, used, from 1956 to 1972, 50 €
Europe CEPT L222155 - Europa CEPT collection, on albums, from 1974 to 1980, with postage stamps, used. 30 €
Europe CEPT L222164 - Europa CEPT collection, from 1956 to 1988, with stamps, used, repeated, on stockbook. 70 €

Telecommunica
tion Networks

L222167 - Telecommunication Networks topical collection, on albums, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, 
and a large section of postal history.

160 €

Nuclear
Research

L222168 - Nuclear Research topical collection, on albums, with stamps, blocks, new ** never hinged, and many 
excellent lots, of postal history.

180 €

Atomic
weapons

L222169 - Atomic Weapons topical collection, on 3 albums, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged, ostal 
history, FDC, postal stationery, envelopes with special cancellations.

400 €

The atom for
peace

L222170 - Thematic collection The atom for peace, on 4 albums, with stamps, mostly new ** never hinged, postal 
history, whole, postcards, envelopes with special cancellations.

350 €

Nobel laureates L222171 - Nobel Prize topical collection, on 4 albums with blocks and miniature blocks, new ** never hinged, until 
2020. Very high CV.

650 €

Inventors of the
telegraph

L222172 - Thematic collection Inventors of the telegraph, on albums, with stamps, new ** never hinged, lots of postal 
history.

160 €

Telecommunica
tions

L222173 - Telecommunications topical collection, on albums, with stamps, new and used. 190 €

Atoms and
measurement

systems

L222174 - topical collection Atoms and measurement systems, on albums, with stamps, leaflets, new ** never 
hinged. Great section of postal history,

140 €

Einstein L222175 - Incredible Thematic Collection, Albert Einstein, on 7 large albums, with stamps, and blocks, new ** never 
hinged, many not notched, enormous value, overall, uncommon with this completeness.

1250 €

Space L222177 - Space topical collection, with leaflets, new ** never hinged, on binder. 90 €
Soccer L222187 - Football topical Collection, on stockbook, with blocks, new ** never hinged, many of value, eg. not serrated

of Hungary.
250 €

Kennedy L222188 - Kennedy topical collection, on stockbook, with leaflets, new ** never hinged. 150 €
Rowland Hill L222189 - Rowland Hill topical collection, on stockbook, with blocks, new ** never hinged. 250 €

1968 Olympics L222193 - 1968 Olympics topical collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, many not notched, and 
gilded

400 €

1976 Olympics L222197 - 1976 Olympics topical collection, on album, with postage stamps, new ** never hinged, including Bulgaria, 
several non-serrated sets, and South America blocks.

140 €

1974 World
Championships

L222211 - 1974 World Championships topical collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 100 €

UN and
UNESCO

L222212 - UN and UNESCO topical collection, and sympathizing countries, with stamps, new ** never hinged 70 €

1972 Olympics L222215 - 1972 Olympics topical collection, on 3 albums, with stamps and blocks, new ** never hinged. 280 €
2006 World Cup L222217 - 2006 World Cup topical collection, on album, with postal history. 20 €

Animals L222227 - Animal-topical collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged. 120 €
Butterflies L222228 - Butterflies topical collection, on album, with stamps, new ** never hinged, and used. 30 €

Art L222262 - Beautiful thematic collection, mainly art, with FDC, miniature blocks, blocks and stamps in complete sets, 
all new ** never hinged. Look at the pictures.

70 €


